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Enhancement of the Energy Gap in Superconducting Aluminum 

by Tunneling Extraction of Quasiparticles 

C. C. Chi and John Clarke* 

Department of Physics, University of California 

and 

Materials and Molecular Research Division 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

Berkeley, CA 94720 

ABSTRACT Al - A1203  - Al - A1203 —Al tunnel junctions have been used to induce and 

detect enhancements of up to 40% in the energy gap of superconducting aluminum. Quasipar-

tides are extracted from the middle aluminum film through the first tunnel junction into an 

aluminum film with a larger energy gap, and the gap enhancement in the middle film is 

measured from the characteristics of the second tunnel junction. A theory developed for the 

enhancement is in good agreement with the experimental results for bias 'voltages below the 

difference of the energy gaps, but overestimates• the enhancement at higher voltages. This 

discrepancy is believed to arise from the effects of nouequilibnum phonons, which are 

neglected in the calculation. The low voltage data are consistent with a value of about 80ns 

for the characteristic electron-phonon scattering time, r0, in aluminum films with an average 

transition temperature of 1.34K. 
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I. Introduction 

Wyatt et aL 1 , Dayem and Wiegand 2 , and (later) Latyshev and Nad' 3  observed that the 

critical current of Dayem bridges could be enhanced by microwave irradiation. This enhance-

ment was first successfully explained by the work of Eliashberg, and co-workers. 4  In their 

model, photons of frequency less than 2A/h, where A is the energy gap, excite quasiparticles 

from low-lying states to states of higher energy, thereby making additional pair states near the 

Fermi wave vector, kf, available for occupancy. Since pairs near k f  contribute most strongly to 

the pairing interaction, this redistribution of pair-state occupancy increases the condensation 

energy, and leads to an enhancement of A and, hence of the critical current. In the Eliashberg 

model,4  the quasiparticle recombination rate is assumed to be independent of energy, so that 

the number of quasiparticles remains constant. Furthermore, the phonons are assumed to be in 

thermal equilibrium. More recently, Chang and Scalapino 5  used the coupled kinetic equations 

for quasiparticles and phonons to compute the gap enhancement using a realistic energy-

dependent recombination rate, and taking into account the non-equilibrium phonon population. 

They find that a substantial contribution to the gap enhancement arises from the reduction in 

the quasiparticle population as the average quasiparticle energy is increased by the microwave 

pumping. 

Several further experiments have by now strongly supported the concept of gap enhance-

ment. These include the phonon-induced enhancement of the critical current of superconduct-

ing microbridges and point contacts, 6  the microwave-induced enhancement of the critical 

currents and transition temperatures of aluminum strips, 7  the microwave-induced enhancement 

of the voltage at which gap structure occurs in point contacts, 8  and the direct tunneling 

measurement of microwave-induced gap enhancement in aluminum films. 9  More recently, 

Gray 10  observed energy gap enhancement by quasiparticle tunneling between two identical 

superconductors. In this case, the average energy of the quasiparticles is increased, and the 

enhancement is again a result of the Eliashberg mechanism. Gray presented results showing a 

'.4 
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enhancement of about 0.5%, and reported enhancements of up to 10%. Peskovatskii and 

Seminozhenko 11  have calculated the expected enhancement assuming an equilibrium phonon 

population, while Chang 12  has computed the enhancement taking into account the energy-

dependent scattering rate and the non-equilibrium phonons. His calculation predicts an 

enhancement that exceeds Gray's observations by a factor of about 4. 

Long before these experiments were performed or these theories developed, Parmenter 13  

proposed that 
I 

A could be enhanced by the extraction of quasiparticles through a tunnel barrier 

into a second superconductor with a larger gap. This process is illustrated in Fig. 1 for 

1>2, using the semiconductortunneling model 14. Because of the difference between the 

thermal populations of the two superconductors at voltages below 	+ 2 )/e "electrons" 

tunnel from superconductor 2 to superconductor 1 (a process that reduces the quasiparticle 

population in 2) with a higher probability than "holes" tunnel from 1 into 2 (a process that 

increases the quasiparticle population in 2). Thus, a first-order effect of the tunneling process 

is the net reduction in the quasiparticle population of 2, and a subsequent enhancement of the 

pair population. This enhancement will be reduced to some extent by the diffusion of 

recombination phonons with energies 2:2A I  > 22 from superconductor 1 into superconductor •  

2. 

In Sec. II we report experiments demonstrating gap enhancement in aluminum by the 

tunneling extraction of quasiparticles. Enhancements of up to 40% have been observed. In 

Sec. ifi, we develop a simple model of the enhancement that assumes that the phonons remain 

in thermal equilibrium. At voltages below ( 1 - 2 )/e, the model can be fitted to the experi-

mental data with a characteristic electron-phonon scattering time 15  r of about 80 as for an 

average transition temperature of 1.34K. This value is in reasonable agreement with the value 

obtained by Chi and Clarke 16  using charge-relaxation measurements. At voltages above 

( 1 - 2 )/e, however, the theory predicts a much greater enhancement than is observed 
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experimentally. We believe that this discrepancy is the result of neglecting the effects of 

nonequilibrium phonons. Section IV contains our discussion and conclusions. 

II. Experiment 

The sample consisted of three superimposed films evaporated onto a glass slide to form 

two tunnel junctions (Fig. 2). Two insulating layers, one of SiO and one of Duco cement, 

masked all the edges of the films from the junctions. The lower. (extraction) junction between 

films I and 2 was of low resistance to produce a high current density at the voltages below 

+ .2)/e necessary for extraction from film 2. The upper (detection) junction between 

films 2 and 3 was of relatively high resistance so that its current-voltage characteristic could be 

used to determine A2 without significantly perturbing its value. Since the degree of gap 

enhancement was expected to be proportional to i, we chose Al for film 2, as this material 

has the longest rt of any superconductor with a transition temperature in the liquid He 4  

temperature range. It was necessary to make A, greater than '2  in order to achieve quasiparti- 

cle extraction from film 2, and A3 greater than A2 so that A2 could be determined with 

reasonable accuracy close to the transition temperature, T2, of film 2. Al was also used for 

films 1 and 3, with the transition temperatures enhanced by oxygen doping. Thus, films 1 and 

3 were evaporated at a pressure of typically lO torr, while film 2 was evaporated at lO torr. 

The sample was immersed directly in liquid helium. The 1d - Vd characteristics of the 

detection junction were studied as a function of the extraction current I. Gap enhancement 

was always observed in Al(2) provided that the quality of the extraction junction was such that 

its zero-voltage quasiparticle conductance was no more than 5% greater than the value 

calculated using the measured values of A,, 2' and the junction resistance. Of the 11 samples 

in which we observed enhancement, we present results on the two which showed the greatest 

enhancement, A and B. Table 1 shows the film thicknesses, d 1 ,d2  and d3 , and the transition 

temperatures Ti,T2, and T3 (defined as the temperature at which A extrapolates to zero 17 ) 

of the three Al films, and the extraction and detection junction resistances, R. and Rd, 
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measured at voltages much greater than the sum of the gaps. Figure 3 shows 'd  vs. Vd and 

dVd/dld vs  Vd  for sample A at T/TC2 = 0.986, where T is the bath temperature. The labels 

indicate the bias points on the extraction junction characteristic (inset of Fig. 3) at which the 

various detection curves were obtained. As 'e  is increased from zero to a point just below the 

cusp at ( 1 —,)/e, the Id—Vd  curves show clearly that the sharp rise in current at 

(i3 + 2)/e moves to a higher voltage while the cusp at ( 3 - 2)/e moves to a lower voltage. 

Thus, A2  is enhanced. We associate the higher and lower-voltage minima in dVd/dld  with 

(3 + 2)/e and ( 3 - 2)/e respectively. The derivatives in Fig. 3 show that, as 'e  is 

increased from zero, there is no significant enhancement at b, while there is substantial 

enhancement at c and d. At e, an extraction voltage greater than ( 1 —i 2 )/e, the enhance-

ment of A2  is much less than at d, indicating that, the extraction rate is greatly reduced. 

Identical results were obtained when the extraction current was reversed. 

A dc Josephsoncurrent was always observed in the extraction junction. The dc supercur-

rent was quenched by briefly raising 'e  to a large value, thereby trapping flux in the junction. 

It should be noted that the observed enhancement could not have been caused by photons 4  

generated by ac Josephson currents since Ve[(1  2)/e] was greater than 2/e at tempera-

tures near T 2  and the photon energy (>22)  was high enough to break pairs in A1(2). 

From dVd/dld VS.  Vd, we obtained 82(Ve)2(Ve)2(0)  and 

83(Ve)3(Ve)3(0), where  h(Ve)  and  3(Ve)  are the steady-state gaps at an extraction 

voltage Ve.  Figure 4 'shows 82  and 8 3  vs. Ve  for samples A and B, together with the 

characteristics of the extraction junctions. In both cases, 82  is positive and sharply peaked 

near ( 1 - 2 )/e, reflecting the high rate of extraction near ( 1 - 2)/e. For sample A, 8 3  is 

negative and increases smoothly with increasing Ve,  while for B, ôb. is essentially zero for 

Ve (1'-2)/e and negative for V e >(1-2)/e. The absence of data for Sample A at 

voltages between the peak in &., and about 120JLV was the result of hysteresis in the 

extraction junction that made it impossible to current-bias the junction in this range. We note 
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that, at high currents, the voltage appears to switch on the le _Ve  curves, suggesting that part 

of A1(2) was driven normal by the high current density in the extraction region. When the 

extraction junction was biased near the switching point, the dVd/dldvs.Vd curve became very 

noisy, and its origin shifted abrubtly along the Vd-axis. Therefore, we could obtain useful data 

only when Ve  was below the switching voltage. Unfortunately, the \  switching voltage de-

creased as the temperature approached T2, thus preventing us from obtaining data very close 

to T2, and removing the possibility of our observing an enhancement in T2. 

Figure 5(a) shows the maximum gap enhancement 6A 2m 	and Sa2max  /zr (A2T is  

the equilibrium gap) at Ye  = (t1 —A)/e as functions of T/T2 for samples A and B. The 

absolute magnitude of the gap enhancement, 82m , increases sharply as T approaches T2. 

For sample B, the gap is enhanced by over 40% at T/T2 = 0.998, and there is no indication 

that this enhancement is leveling off. Therefore, we suspect that an enhancement of T2 

would be possible if it were not for the switching induced by 'e Figure 5(b) shows SA3  at 

V3  = (—A2)/e vs. T/T 2. For A, SA3  is always zero or negative, while for B, SA 3  is zero 

at low temperatures and becomes positive at temperatures close to T2. We believe that the 

changes in A shown in Figs. 4 and 5(b) are induced by non-equilibrium phonons. To a first 

approximation, the steady-state phonon distribution is uniform across all three films because 

the total thickness is less than the phonon mean free path, and the phonon transmission 

coefficient between the Al films is close to unity. When Ye = ( 1 - 2 )/e, there is an excess 

of phonons with energies -Z2A, generated by the recombination of excess quasiparticles in 

Al(1). For sample A, 	so that the 2A I  phonons can break pairs in Al(3), thereby 

reducing 	at all temperatures and extraction voltages. On the other hand, for sample B, A 3  

is slightly greater than A 1  the difference increasing as the temperature is raised towards Ti. 

As the temperature is increased, a growing fraction of the recombination phonons from Al(1) 

have energies between 2A 1  and 2A3 , and are unable to break pairs in A1(3). In fact, for 

T>0.995T 2 , it appears that the predominant action of the phonons is to excite quasiparticles 

in A1(3) to higher energy states in such a way that A 3  is enhanced.4'6. 
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III Theory 

In order to interpret the experimental results reported in Sec. II, we present a simplified 

theory of gap enhancement by the tunneling extractions of quasiparticles. We consider a 

p 
	 tunnel junction consisting of two superconducting films with A 1 > A2  and calculate the 

enhancement in A 2  under the simplifying assumption that A is unperturbed by the tunneling 

process. This assumption is valid first because d 1 >d2  (typically d 1 2d2 ), and, second, more 

importantly, because A 1  is substantially higher than A 2  at the temperature of the experiment so 

that A 1  is relatively insensitive to changes in the quasiparticle population. 

For a junction biased at a voltage V (V is defined to be positive when film 2 is positive 

with respect to film 1) the generation rate of quasIparticles of energy E in film 2 can be 

written as 

	

G = r(g8  + gh). 	 (3.1) 

In Eq. (3.1), e E±(E 2 —A) "2, where the plus and minus signs refer to the k>kF  and  k<kF 

branches, respectively, A 2  is the steady-state gap, and 

	

G/2N(0) 2e2 . 

	 (3.2) 

Here, GNN  is the junction tunneling conductance when both films are in the normal state, 

N(0) is the density of states for electrons of a single spin at the Fermi energy, 17 is the 

tunneling volume (the tunneling area multiplied by d 2), and e is the electronic charge. Note 

that r has the dimensions of sec4 . The two dimensionless functions ge, and gee  in Fig. 3.1 are 

given by: 

=+ 	I E - eV )[fT(E - eV) - f 2], 	 (3.3) 

and 
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gh€ = .-(1_*)P1( I E + eV I )[fT(E + eV)—fe], 	 (3.4) 

where p(E) = 8(E—A 1 )E/(E2 -6,), (0 being the Heaviside function), f. is the steady 

state distribution of quasiparticles of energy E = ( e2 + 1/2, and 
fT(E)  is the Fermi-Dirac 

function. The presence of 1T  in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) assumes that the quasiparticles in film 1 

are unperturbed. It is easy to see that g e, (gh) is the dominant terni for extremely electron-

like, E>>A (hole-like, e<<—A) quasiparticles. 

From Eq. (3.1) one can obtain the totaiquasiparticle generation rate G 0 : 

Gtot  = 2N(0)2fdEp(E)(G + G_e) = 2N(0)2rf de(g 8  + gh). 	(3.5) 

The tunneling current I can also be expressed in terms of g e ,, and gh, as follows: 

I = 2eN(0)21' C de(g—g). 	 (3.6) 
J - 

In the weak perturbation lithit, Eq. (3.6) reduces to a more familiar form 14  because both 

e  and f can be replaced with fT(E),  and A2  with A2T  to yield: 

- 	 = 	 dEpA T (E){P T ( I E - eV I 

1 

+ IT 
I E + eV I )[fT(E)—fT(E + eV)]}. 	 (3.7) 

Similarly, in this limit, Gt,t reduces to 

Gtot 
	G 

jo dEp(E){p lT ( I E - eV I )[fT(E - eV)—fT(E)] 

I E + eV I )[fT(E) — fT(E + eV)1}. 	 (3.8) 
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Since the current I is an experimentally measurable quantity whereas G t,,t  is not, it is conven-

ient to define a quasiparticle generation factor, F q  

Fq  = G 0 / I l/e I. 
	 "(3.9) 

It should be noted that I and Gtot diverge at V = (1T-2T)/e if the BCS density of 

states is used for both films. This divergence is not observed because in real metals the gap is 

smeared. To simulate this smearing in our calculation, we used the following form of the 

density of states for both films: 

p(E) = 8(E_A)Re{E/[E2_(_i7)2] 1/2 
 }. 	 (3.10) 

We chose y = 0.01A to give good agreement between the experimental and theoretical I-V 

characteristics at V( 1 - 2 )/e, where the shape of the curves is very sensitive to the degree 

of smearing. We note that the total number of states described by Eq. (3.10) is smaller than 

that given by the BCS density of states by 4N(0)V —AY because of the low-energy cut-off in 

Eq. (3.10) which we adopted for the convenience of our numerical calculations. Since we are 

interested only in temperatures near T2, we neglect this error which is about 

4N(0)//4N(0)kBT c  0.1/kBTc2, no more than 4% at T0.98T 2 . 

Figures 6(a) and 7(a) show the normalized I-V curves calculated from Eqs. (3.7) and 

(3.10) for the two experimental samples referred to in Fig. 4. The solid circles in these two 

figures correspond to the experimental 'e - V e  curves in Fig. 4 for samples A and B, respec-

tively. There is good agreement between the theoretical curve and the experimental data, 

especially at low bias voltage. The small discrepancy at higher voltages is presumably due to 

the fact that A2T  and fT(E) were used in the calculation rather than the steady-state values of 

2 and 

Figures 6(b) and 7(b) show the normalized calculated values of G t.t  vs. normalized bias 

voltage. For l>2, Gtot  is always negative for V<(z1 + 2 )/e, corresponding to quasipar- 
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tide extraction from film 2, and becomes positive at higher voltages. The quasiparticle 

extraction rate, G01,  peaks sharply at V = 	I — 2)/e. Figures 6(c) and 7(c) show the 

quasiparticle extraction factor, F q , as a function of the normalized bias voltage. Note that F q  

is approximately linear in V for small bias voltages and also peaks sharply at V = ( 1 —A2)/e. 

This behavior can be understood qualitatively from the semiconductor model 14  (see Fig. 1). 

For small bias voltages, the difference between the number of "holes" tunneling into film 2 

and the number of "electrons" tunneling out of it increases linearly with the bias voltage. At 

- V = 	— 2)/e, the "electron" extraction becomes extremely efficient because the two 

sharply peaked densities of states are aligned, while the "hole' injection rate does not become 

correspondingly large. For V>(1-2)/e, the magnitude of F q  drops initially because the 

"electron" extraction becomes less efficient and then gradually increases again because the 

back flow of the thermal "electrons" from film 1 is gradually blocked off as the bias voltage 

increases. 

To demonstrate that the gap enhancement produced by this quasiparticle tunneling-

extraction mechanism accounts adequately for the experimental results in Sec. II, we performed 

a first-order calculation of the steady-state distribution of quasiparticles, and hence calculated 

the gap enhancement. The calculation was carried out as follows 

The quasiparticle extraction rate, G e, was calculated from Eqs. (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4) 

with the thermal equilibrium energy gaps and quasiparticle distributions. 

The inelastic coffision integral for quasiparticles at energy E (labeled with e) was 

calculated with the thermal equilibrium distribution of phonons, 

= [exp (hi/k3T)-1] , and the thermal equilibrium gap, 62T,  in the follow-

ing expression 15 : 

= 	' (kBTc2) 3f ds'{i(1— 	+ 	I)(E + E')2[fefë_i$(E + E')( 1— f — f)] 
2 	EE'. EE' 
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+ 1(1 __i)(E_El ) 2 [8(E_E)(f E _fEf E,_nT (E_EI)(fE,_fE )) 
EE' EE' 

+ 	- 	+ 	+ T(EE)(f E fe ,))1}. 	 (3.11) 

In Eq. (3.11) 'ro E 2ITkBTC2a2F(kBTC2 )/h is the characteristic electron-phonon interac-

tion time 15 , and z2F(hw) is the product of the square of the electron-phonon interac-

tion matrix element and the phonon density of states; a 2F(h) was assumed to be 

quadratic in h. 

2 
(ili) The steady-state solution of the change in the distribution, öf€fE—fT(E),  was 

calculated from 

c = Ge Se  = 0 	 (3.12) 

using a simple iteration scheme. 18  

(iv) Finally, the first-order change in the gap was calculated from the steady-state values of 

M by using the BCS gap equation in the following form: 19  

SA2 A2TdE [ tanh (E/2kBT) - 	1 

2T 	E 	 2kTE2 	E/2kBT 	cosh 2 (E/2kB T) 

In addition the change in the total quasiparticle density, &N q  = Nq NqT, was calculat-

ed from 

oN 
= fdeoff/fdefT (E. 	 (3.14) 

NqT 

If OfE .<<fT (E), the collision integral, Eq. (3.11), can be linearized in M. In this limit, it 

	

is easyto see that the steady-state solution of Of scales with TT 0 , as do 8 2/2T and 	 - 
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ôNq/NqT. The calculated curves of o2/2Trr0 vs. eV/2T  for samples A and B are shown 

in Figs. 6(d) and 7(d), respectively. The solid circles are the experimental data reproduced 

from Fig. 4, with r o  chosen to give the best fit to the data at voltages below ( 1 —e 2 )/e. The 

value of i was chosen to be 77 us and 83 us for samples A and B respectively to fit the 

theoretical curve in the low extraciion voltage region, i.e. Ve:5(l-2)/e.  The average value 	- 

of 'r0  was 80 us, and the average value of the transition temperature was 1.34K. Although one 

should be cautious in applying the theory, given the approximations involved, it is noteworthy 

that this value of m is in reasonable agreement with the value obtained by Chi and Clarke 15  

in their charge relaxation measurements on Al films with comparable transition temperatures, 

about 60 us. 

Although the theoretical curves fit the experimental data reasonably well at bias voltages 

V( 1 - 2)/e, at higher voltages the experimental data lie significantly below the calculated 

curve. For V>( 1 - 2)/e, we believe that the experimental values of 82  are substantially 

depressed by recombination phonons from film 1, which are of course able to break pairs in 

film 2 and suppress the gap enhancement substantially at the higher power levels. This effect 

was completely neglected in our calculation. In addition, we have not taken into account the 

magnetic fields generated by the currents flowing in the thin films. 

Figures 6(e) and 7(e) show the calculated values of aNq/NqTrIO  vs. eV/l2T.  It is 

interesting to note that these curves are similar to the corresponding plots of 	 vs. 

eV/i2T in shape, but are roughly two orders of magnitude smaller in amplitude. This is 

because the quasiparticles are extracted at energies close to the energy gap where they have a 

major effect on the energy gap. Furthermore, the temperatures are rather close to T2  so that 

is very sensitive to small changes in the quasiparticle density. 

To conclude the section, we would like to make the following remarks: 

(i) The calculation is not self-consistent, and the results are supposedly accurate to order 

82'2T• As a check, we have performed a self-consistent calculation for sample A at 
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V = 	— 2 )/e by allowing A2  to deviate from A2T  in both the extraction rate G. 

[Eq. (3.1)] and the collision integral V,, [Eq. (3.11)]. The result showed a 5% 

decrease in 82/A2T  compared with the first-order calculation. Therefore, we believe 

that our first-order calculation is everywhere within 5% of the esuIt of a self-

consistent calculation. 

The more serious approximation made in our calculation is the assumption of a phonon 

distribution in thermal equilibrium at the bath temperature. This assumption is valid 

ph only if the phonon escape time from the sample, i, is extremely short compared with 

the phonon pair-breaking time, 	which is of the order of 10 	sec. for A1 15 . For 

ph our samples, i was at least the same order of magnitude as r even i we assume 

that the phonon transmission coefficient to the helium bath was unity. Although we 

have not undertaken the much more complicated calculations taking into account the 

effects of the non-equilibrium phonon distribution, we suspect that the results would 

be in much better agreement with the experimental data, particularly for 

The fact that gap enhancement was not observed at temperatures above 0.998 T C  does 

not imply that quasiparticle extraction vanishes as T approaches T2.  As a matter of 

fact, our calculation indicated a non-zero extraction rate even at T .  = T2, where the 

equilibrium value of 2  is zero. Therefore we believe that T c  enhancement would have 

been possible, had the extraction current not exceeded the critical current of the 

extracted film. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have demonstrated that the tunneling extraction of quasiparticles can produce 

substantial enhancements of the energy gap of superconducting aluminum films. There is good 

agreement between the experimental results and the simple theoretical model of Sec. IV for 
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V < ( - ) /e. However, for V>( A 
- 

A2 ) /e, the experimentally observed gap enhancement 

decreases as V increases, while the model calculation predicts an approximately constant 

enhancement. We suspect that this discrepancy is caused by the nonequilibrium phonons 

generated in film 1 which diffuse into film 2. The fact that the energy gap, A 3 , of film 3 was 

also influenced by the extraction current (Figs. 4 and 5) is a direct proof that the recombina-

tion phonons from film 1 play an important role. Because the ñonequilibrium phonons are not 

taken into account in the simple calculation, the value of r0  obtained by fitting the experimen-

tal data at voltages less than (A 1 —A2)/e is somewhat uncertain. Nevertheless, it is encourag-

ing to note that the required value of i, 80 ns, is in good agreement with that obtained in our 

charge relaxation measurements on Al films with similar transition temperatures. To assess the 

importance of the nonequilibrium phonons, a more detailed calculation that takes this effect 

into account is clearly required. We hope that such a calculation will become available in the 

near future. 

It is interesting to note that the extraction process effectively cools 20  the quasiparticles in 

film 2, in contrast to the Eliashberg mechanism in which the quasiparticle energies are 

increased. As quasiparticles are removed by tunneling, pairs flow into the extracted volume, 

where they are broken to form quasiparticles with the absorption of phonons of energy ~ 2A1 

Thus, the net intrinsic result is a reduction in both the quasiparticle and phonon populations in 

film 2. As a further consequence, gap enhancement by extraction would not be necessarily 

limited to low TC  materials if the diffusion of the 2A 1  phonons into film 2 could be prevented, 

or at least reduced. On the other hand, gap enhancement experiments involving the Eliashberg 

mechanism are likely to be confined to low T. materials, in which ro  is long, because phonon 

production is an intrinsic part of the process. 

We thank Dr. Brooke Gregory and Dr. Thomas Lemberger for helpful comments on the 

manuscript.. One of us (J.C.) is grateful to the members of the H.C. Ørsted Institute, Copen- 

hagen, for their kind hospitality while this manuscript was written. This work was supported 
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+ 
EE' EE' 

+ 	- 1 + 

2 
kro 	r dE'{i(1_1!_ + ±I) 

	

2 	EE' 	EE' 

(E + E') 2 (fT(E') + S.T(E + E') + 6ff,) 

+ !(1_L_± )(EE')2 [ 9 (E — E')( 1— fT(E ') + - 	 2 	EE' EE' 

+ 8 (E'—E)(fT(E') + ..1-(E' - E) + 

In our simple iteration scheme, we start with ôf e  = 0 for all s in the right-hand side of 

this equation to generate a new form of 8e•  We then iterate as many times as neces-

sary to obtain a convergent solution. 

19. 	The BCS gap equation can be written as 

= exp {-f 	{fT(E) + ôf]}, 

where E = ( e2  + A 
2)I/2  and Lj is the zero temperature gap. By expanding this 

equation to first order in 	for small Me  we obtain Eq. (3.13). 

20. 	J. L. Paterson (preprint). 
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TABLE I. Parameters of samples A and B 

1st Al film 2nd Al film 3rd Al film Extraction Detection 
junction junction 
resistance resistance 

d 1 (nm) 	Ti(K) d2 (nm) 	T2(K) d3 (nm) 	T3(K) Re (2) Rd( 2 ) 

A 	56 	1.49 37 	1.353 28 	1.40 0.021 3.5 

B 	79 	1.36 45 	1.321 40 	1.38 0.037 12. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 	Semiconductor model of tunneling between two superconducting films with 

biased at a voltage V = ( 1 —A 2)/e. The upper arrow indicates 

"electron" tunneling, and the lower "hole" tunneling. 

Fig. 2 	(Left) plan view of sample configurations; (right) section cc' of sample (film 

thicknesses greatly exaggerated). 

Fig. 3 	(Upper) 1d vs. Vd  and (lower) dVd/dld vs. Vd for sample A for the various 

extraction bias points a, b, c, d, and e on the I e Ve  characteristic in the inset. The 

bath temperature was 0.986 T2. 

Fig. 4 	ô2 and 6A3 VS. Ve, and Ie VS. Ve  for sample A at T = 0.986T2 (upper), and 

sample B at T = 0.995T2(lower). The dashed and dotted lines are drawn 

through the data. 

Fig. 5 	(a) 82m 	(solid line) and 82m 	(dashed line) vs. T/T2,  and (b) 6z vs. 

T/T2 for samples A and B, at Ve = ( 1 - 2)/e. The lines are drawn through 

the data. 

Fig. 6 	For the parameters given for sample A in Fig. 4 , calculations of (a) eI/G M2T  

vs. eV/2T; (b) 	 vs. eV/A2T;  (c) F q  vs. eV/2T;  (d) 

2/2TTT0 vs. eV/i2T; and (e) oN q/NqTrco vs. eV/2T. 

Fig. 7 	For the parameters given for sample B in Fig. 4, calculations of (a) eI/G2T 

vs. ev/2T;  (b) e 2G 0 /G.2T vs. eV/2T;  (c) Fq  vs. ev/2T;  (d) 

o2/2TrO vs. eV/2T; and (e) &N q/NqTrTQ  vs. eV/2T. 
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